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UCF prescribes

State Attorney
drops charges
in spring theft

physical therapy
14 agencies pledge $500, 000
by Michelle Wood ruff
·CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Bill Cushing

Carte does not look at the incident as a prank. "I
consider it a theft," she said. "A prank is something
that doesn't hurt anybody, and this hurt us."
The students named in the final report, dated April
24, were Victoria Del Casti11o and Leigh Ann Mell wain.
Mcilwain has since graduated, while Del Castillo is
still attending UCF.

In response to the need for health care specialists,
UCF may become the first Central Florida institution
to offer a bachelor's degree in physical therapy. ·
Fourteen health care agencies have pledged $500,000
and the use of their facilities for out-of-class clinical
sites if the program is approved by the Board of Regents.
·
Dr. Jo Edwards, associate dean of the College of
Health and Public Affairs, developed the initial pro. posal for planning which was approved by the board in
July. She is also working on the implementation
proposal whicn will be presented at the January board
meeting.
"We are pleased to be able to respond to the overwhelming health care community demand and support
for this program." Edwards said.
If this final proposal is approved, students will be
able to register for the program in the fall of 1992.
Dr. Robert Laird, ·College of Health and Public
Affairs. worked with a hired consultant and a task force
of phy~ical therapjsts to study the need for a physical
therapy program in Central Florida. He said the task
force found that the demand far exceeds the supply.
The force also found that the cost of hiring physical
therapists averages about $40,000 for every vacancy
filled in Central Florida. At any one time during the
year, one-fourth of the full-time positions remain
unfilled.
The college was prompted to do the study after
receiving many phone calls from students interested in
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. In spite of a recorded confession, a theft of The
Central Florida Future has occurred without any legal
conviction for the second time in five years.
Last Feb ..11, nt least 4,500 issues of the paper were
discovered missing after Jamie Carte, editor in chief,
received phone calls from erriployees in the administration building asking why that morning's issue was
missing.
Donna Fitzgerald, financial adviser to the paper,
said losses totalled more than $1,800 after considering
salaries, commissions and printing costs.
"The potential revenue loss to advertisers 1s insurmountable," she added.
After notifying cam pus police, stacks of the newspapers were located in a dumpster near the Student
Center. Because losses were more than $300, the
incident report filed with UCF police was listed as a
case of Grand Th€fL under Florida law.
Carte said the investigation moved slowly until the
staff, upon approval from the UCF publications board,
posted a $300 reward.for information concerning the
incident.
On April 1, UCF Det./Sgt. J. G. Padgett received an
anonymous tip that two students had bragged about
theirpartintheincident.AccordingtoPadgett'ssupplemental report on the case, "they (the students implicated) had been drinking and some time early in the
morningtheycameup with the idea, as a prank, to take
the campus newspapers."

The Central Florida Future staff and UCF police
found papers in a dumpster. (File Photo1FuruRE)

Free funds for instruction
now, Faculty Senate says
by Robert Warren Jr.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Transfers ofmoney from educational and general accounts
should be stopped th is academic
year to free funds for instruction, the UCF Faculty Senate
· resolved.
Dr. Richard Astro,
provost and vice president of academic affairs, pledged to the
senate that he will do
everything in his
power to eliminate
those payments and
transfers when possible, but said, "wedon'twantto
do damage."
Astro said he would meet with
Interim President Robert Bryan
to discuss the resolution.
Currently, funds from department accounts are transferred
to university escrow accounts to
cover costs of future projects like a new telephone system.
The transfers allow money to be
ready when the need arises, in-

.
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stead of scrambling to raise
funds.
Other issues discussed at the
Sept. 10 meeting were:
•Administrative liability.
• Payroll.
• The Presidential Search
Committee.
• Minority enrollment.
According to the faculty, there is a need for
administrative ac, countability. Dr. Rosie
Joels said there has
been one dean evaluation in six years and no
vice presidential evaluation in eight years.
Joels said the payroll foruni:versity Vice presidents is about
$500,000, and more than $2.5
million when associates and
assistants are included. She said
the compensation shoul~ be
linked with an objective evaluation.
Dr. Glenn Cunningham,
chair of the senate, recognized

'""

NEED A JOB?
Dave Morrow of Cellular 1 talks to UCF student. Robert Stuart about job opportunities
with the company at the Career Expo last week. (Charles K. Morrow/FUTURE)

SENATE continued page 6
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SPARCstation IPC

·•

from Sun Microsystems
•

Sun's ·SPARCstation™ IPC
gives users the. power, high-resolution
displays,·expandability, and networking
· capabilities of high-pe.rformance
workstations -at prices lower than high-end PCs·Features Include:

•
•
n '

_,

High Performance 25-MHz SPARC integer floating-point unit
Total Price:
11.8 SPECmarks (17.4 MIPS anct·2.2 MFLOPS)
8MB onboard memory expandable to 48 MB
Qualified Trade*:
SCSI-2 Port Built-in ..
.Audio I/O port
Final Price:
207MB Internal Hard ·Disk
Built-in Networking Built in Ethernet port
Sun's ONC™ open systems distributed computer environment
Easy to use OPEN.LOOK graphical user interface
OpenWindows DeskSet environment ,
SunOS 4.1.1 Preinstalled on the disk

•

'

Trade-in .P rogram

•

$4,283 .
-$1,000

•
•

$3,283

•

•
I

* With a Qualified trade worth $1,000. See your dealer for details.

•
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LIFT OFF.I! •
. UCF students Dave Cooper and PaµI Kubiak watch the shuttle lift off from ·
the .Kennedy Space Center. The Space Shuttle Discovery curls out towards its
350-mile-high orbit.
The shuttle containing the $500 million Upper Atmosphere Reasearch
Satellite went up last Thursday at 1:11 p.m., 14 minutes later than the scheduled
time. The satellite will study holes in the ozone layer. Photos by Charles K. Morrow

Student G<>vernment,·provost help bail out library
by Ericka Newsome.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

Recent state budget cuts hit
the UCF library hard, but actions have been taken to help.
Student Government has
agreed to give $15,000 to the
library in order to pay all students workers. In addition, Provost Richard Astro has put
$500,000 into the library fund.
Within the last year~ 23 percent of the total library budget
was cut. Because of growing
enrollment ancl the budget cuts,
the library is finding it to be
quite a task to cater to the growing research needs, student interests and increasing library
programs.
Anne Marie Allison, director

THEFT

of libraries, said that specifically two-thirds of the Book
Other Capital Outlay is used for
purchasing books and journals.
Since 1988, there has been a 46
percent i11crease in subscriptions made by the library for
various colleges within the university.
The library staff made the
decision to inform each college
that they would have to cut 15
percent of their subscriptions
thisyear. Thefacultymembers
were supplied with lists of subscriptions most closely aligned
with their field. The · library is
taking other courses of action in
order to compensate for the budget cuts. Many ofthe jobs within
LIBRARY continued page 6

Kristin Ragsdale, a sophomore majoring in hospitality management, studies in a
Secluded area at the library. (Michael De~oogJFUTURE)

Orlando's state attorney offices, the case
was dropped because "it is very questionable if the state can prove beyond a
The two were initially interviewed by reasonable doubt that the defendants
Padgett on April 8 at which time both 'stole' newspapers that were to be dis"emphatically denied any participation tributed free of charge to anybody who
in this incident."
wanted to take them."
However, on April 1 7, D.el Castillo
However, there appears to be a legal
was re-interviewed and,
precedent of sorts con- ·
at that time, signed a
ceming cases that instatement ofconfession.
volve free publications.
''A prank is something
She later recanted her
On March 26, 1988,
confession.
the Gainesville Sun rethat doesn1 hurt any'That was a confession
that four stu. body, and this hurt us." ported
underduress,"Del Castillo
dents had thrown out
hassincesaid 'They(UCF
-Jamie Carte
several hundred copies
police)threatenedmewith
editor in chief
of the Florida Review, a
arrest"
UF conservative publiShe said that the stucation for students, bedents reporting her had done so for the cause of the apparent "culmination of a
reward.
feud between two factions of the·college
"I don't understand how, if she (Del Republicans."
Castillo) confessed, she-could recant,"
Although the Gase never went into
Carte said. "Also, because no one was litigation, the four indicted students
convicted of the theft, the reward was pleaded no contest to ·petty theft. They
never issued."
were. ordered to pay for those papers
"It was a malicious rumor that was taken, as well as court costs, according to
started against me, and it was an un- John W. Stephenson, the assistant disfounded claim," Del Castillo said. 'The trict attorney of Gainesville's 8th Judistate attorney entirely dropp·ed the en- cial Circuit and the man who prosecuted
tire matter."
the case.
But according to Robert Welch of
Additionally, Carte said, after the 1988
FROM PAGE 1

incident, UCF police advised that some our.paper from such practices," Carte
sort of disclaimer be made concerning said. ''We had the same incident happen
The Future, either on the front page or in '88."
on its stands.
Although those students were appre"We did that last September," she bended "red-handed,"the editors opted
said. "All the boxes say 'Please take one,. to handle the case through Student Afnow."
fairs rather than prosecute.
She was told that this statement was
Carte said she didn't know ofany action
sufficient as a disclaimer for future legal beingtaken against those students. In cases
action.
where Student Affairs
"It was a malicious
handles punitive mea. Carte said she had
suspicion s concerning
sures, any judgement
that particular issue be- rumor that was
handed down cannot be
cause it was the one in
made public because of ·
which the newspaper's started against me. "
the right-to-privacy act.
staff editorial endorsed
-Victoria Del castlllo
"Sinceit'spartofthe
a Student Government
UCF student
institutional records,
presidential candidate.
any information or acShe called UCF police
tionpursuedcannotbe
that evening and asked for increased released," said Pam Mounce, dean of
awareness of the newsstands on that students.
night.
F.ollowing this most recent incident,
Distribution Manager Scott Beaman Carte said the case was turned over to
recalled having finished placing the is- legal authorities on the advice of the
sue in the stands between 3:30 and 4 university publications board, whose
a.m. Carte said that, after the incident, members "were tired of seeing such inshe was told by police that it might be justices toward the newspaper."
more prudent to wait until after daylight
She said every legal action needs to be
to distribute the issues.
taken to protect the newspaper from
"I don't see why we should be inconve- similar situations in the future, and that nienced and have to interrupt our nor- students, even younge_r ones, need to be
mal process because they can't protect held responsible for their actions.
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FallProino Bundles.
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MARYLAND FRIED CHICKEN
OF UNION PARK
•SPECIALIZING IN BUFFALO WINGS
·COMPLETE DINNERS
(DINE-IN OR TAKE OUT)

10°/o OFF
ANY REGULARLY
PRICED FOOD ITEM.
WITH STUDENT 1.0.

9710 E HWY 50 •BETWEEN ECON & DEAN RD.

;_2~~4_2.0_: 2~~ I~ ~~~R~ ~~ ~~C!~~.J

by John Cowan
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The search for a new UCF president continues at
a surprisingly fast rate.
A t.€ntative selection date has been set for Dec. 4
by the Board of Regents. According to the Board, if
all goes well, UCF should have its presidential seat
filled officially sometime in early January.
At last count, accordingto the applicant/nominee
summary since Sept. 3, 20 applicants and nominees
are still being considered.
Applicant's and nominee's qualifications vary

widely and include doctorates and master's degrees
in fields includingmechanics, music, political science,
physicsandadministrationofhighereducation.Most
candidates have held presidencies or directorships in
large corporations and have extensive backgrounds
in handling finances and corporate resources.
Fourteen of the 20 applicants have not indicated
whether or not they intend to apply for the position.
Students are encouraged to take part in the presidential search.Anyformal comments students might
have about any of the candidates should be directed
to the student body president, Jason DiBona. The
deadline to apply for President is October 8.
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ON 1991 MODELS

•

Save $30 ~ $150
"

.

See th
now at

Full SeNice, Accessories& Parts

Do You Need M~ney? STUDENT REFERENDUM
THE SG JOBS FOR STUDENTS
PROGRAM

The Program offers UCF Students
jobs and money.

. ..

Constitutional Amendment

Propose~

will:

• Increase the number of Justices on
the Judicial Council from 9 to 14~
• Increase the terms of Justices from
I yr. to 2 yrs-.

~

• Create a policy of Judicial Review.
• Make clearer references to the Judicial
Branch power and process.
• Allow for easier amending of the
constitution in the future.

Applications available in Student Government by:

_

e

For Further Information:

DEADLl.NE:
SEPTEMBER 19

ATTEND THE CONSTITUTIONAL
·CONVENTION
SEPTEMBER 16TH ON THE GREEN

Minimum GPA 2.5/Must be a Full-Time UGF Student/On
letter of recommendation required ·
* Anyone who previously applied in the library must re-apply
in Student Government.

FREE FOOD-" • SG SERVICES • MUSIC- • PRIZES

_,ff

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL JOE JUSTIN
OR JEFF MEADOWS @ 823-2191
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SENATE
FROM PAGE 1
achievements on the presidential search committee. Ten faculty members now sit on the
committee. He would like to
see more, but is pleased with

DEGREE
FROM PAGE 1
the program.
Acco'rding to Edwards, the
communityis concerned that the
universitydoesnothaveaphysical therapy program. · She said
theyalsoreceivemanyphonecalls
fromhospitalsthathaveproblems
recruiting physical therapi~.
Only Florida A&M University, the University of Florida
and Florida International University offer bachelor degrees in
physical therapy in the state.
Because the need is so great
for physical therapists, the competition for entrance tends to be
very stiff. UF turns away about
400 applicants every year,
Ed wards said.
·
Consequently, the entrance
requirements for UCFs program
will also be.tough, s~e ~d. The

the increase.
Astro reported that the
number of minority and honors students increased this
year while the number of nonAssociate of Arts transfer
students decreased by 75 p.er·
cent.
program will requite many prerequisites and applicants will have
to have .a minimum 2.85 GPA
One-half of the cost of developing and operating the program will be paid for with the
$500,000 in pledges from the
health care agencies.
Winter Park Memorial Hospital, Orlando Regional Medical Center, Jewett Orthopaedic
-Clinic and Florida Hospital are a
· few of the local agencies involved.
Terry Barter, director of
physical therapy at Florida Hospital, supports the program.
'Tmthrilledthattheuniversity
will offer the program and I support it 100 percent," Barter said.
By the time the program is
implemented, the college expects
the program to be selfgenerating.
Student enrollment should
pay for the program by the end
·o f the fifth year.

Women Voters focus on youth
The League of Women Voters offers information,
by Kendra Panton

state and local government decisions.
•To increase citizen participation in the election
process.
The league is active nationwide and in the
With national and university-wide elections
in process, The League of Women Voters is busy District Colombia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin
trying to get people to vote.
Islands. It has about 200,000 members, with
. Diane Vernon,presidentoftheOrangeCounty about 160 members here in Orange County.
Although the league began withjust women, it
league, is focusing a lot of attention on trying to
involvemoreoftheyoungercommunity. Shesaid has expanded beyond that.
she wants them to see what the league is all about ·
"Our members consist of men and women of
and how it can help them.
various ages," Vernon said.
Since the league is a non-profit organization, it
"The league can off~r them not only information but tremendous opportunities to meet differ- depends on donations and a $35 annual memberent people, gain experience and most of all to ship fee. The money goes to monthly newsletters
have fun," she said.
that have information ranging from national to
As a non-partisan organization, the league state to local level elections.
sponsors candidate debate.s, holds forums and
On Feb.14, 1920, six months before.the ratifipublishes the "Who's Who," which keeps people cation of the 19th Amendment, the National
up to date on all political officials.
American Woman Suffrage Association met for
The league monitors government meetings, the last time. This was the beginning of the
introduces new ideas to government through League ofWomen Voters, proposed by the NAWSA
civic programs, publishes literature and orga- president.
,
nizes letter- writing campaigns. The league folThe league did not waste anytime and quickly
lows an organization guideline that is outlined in beganpushingfortheSheppard-townerbi11 which
their pamphlets.
provided federal aid for maternal and child-care
• To establish positions on public policy through programs. The bill was passes in 1921.
member participation and agreement.
The 1eaguesincethenhasworkedon otherprojects,
• To take concerted actions that secl:ire public such as equal opportunity in the '60s, support for
policies consistent with league positions.
congressional budget reform in the '70s and voting
• To enhance citizen participation in federal, right acts amendment$ in the '80s.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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the library would have been affected, but rather than fire staff
members; the library officials
chose not to hire any new people
and leave vacant positions open.
The money saved from those
salaries will go into the funding
of new books for the library. In
addition, this past summer,
hours were cut back on week
nights from noon to 10 p.m and
the library was closed on Saturdays.
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Macintosh

YOU CAN'T

LIVE ON
HOPEu·
You hope this guy is
finally th8· right guy.
You hope this time sr.e
just might be the one.
And you boJh hope the
other one is not infected
with the AIDSvirus.
Of course you could
ask. But your partner
might not know. That's
becau00 it's possible to
carry the A.IDS virus ·for
many years without
~W)V.ting anvsymp1oms
The only ·.,.,·ay ·;·o
preven~ getting
infected is to prote.:t
yourself. Sta:t using
condoms. Every time.
Ask h!m to
use them.
· If he says no,
so can you.

Al D~

If you think you
c~n·t get it you're
dead wrong.
'-----------~

Here's the deal: We've paired some of the
most popular Apple® Macintosh® computers
with some of the most popular Apple printers. Buy one of these combinations, and save
big bucks. Got it? Good. Now get going.
·

Macintosh Classic

Macintosh LC

•

This offer is available only for a limited time.
See your autho1ized Apple campus reseller
today for details.
,
And discover the power of Macin- •
tosh. The power to be your best?
,,
.

Macintosh Hsi
\ i1n·ifll 111, " 1 ;;·i:r11

\1/l'l'll'it1'1/l'"// 'l/ll'

1111111fimt11i1!1•
·
.\J11ci'11111sl1Ou.""t ..
cc1111/111/C'r rl'ilh eillicr

Y"" '1!t_r u !1i,1:lt /11 ·1,1ur

an tipple S(l•feWn'ler
or a111lf1ple l'e1;011al

<Ill tlf!11lt' lb>lllWI

l.aser\\''till'r" l.S
/Jtillll'I'.•

/1111//u'

.\11/( ll li11"h //,\/
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.1/1/1/t' f't'l'SC"111i f.t1Sr'/'·

ll"111t•r .\T/1111//t'I'."
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'Offer lpplb onl1· 10 a ~bcinto.1h Cb~<ic wnh 2 bllili-in hard d~k.
"MO!lil~r sold >epmldy

I'
1·

For further information visit UCF Co1nputer Sales
Office in our new location next to the Biology Building
Open 9-; Mon - Fri
or call MichaelPriden1ore at 823-5434
O l\l'Jl rlpplc Cumpu1cr, Inc Appk.1hc Apple foi:i1, l.ascrl1'ri11·r. MJciniush, S1rlcl1'ri1cr, an.J ·n1c power 10 be iuur lx:i.1· are rq:i.imJ 1rxlcm:1rlts tJ Apple Computer, Inc.
Cbssic ~a rcgislc1ctl 1radcnurk liccrucd 10 Apple Compu1cr, Inc
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. Your Mother Warned You
About Deals Like This.
.
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So Listen Up. ·
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Macintosh
Classic

IBM
PS/1

t

Creative
286-20 .

..
..

)

• 68000 processor
•

•

2MBRAM

• 40MB harddrive
• Apple SuperDrive™ floppy
• High-resolution monochrome
monitor
• System 6.Q.7
• HyperCard 2.0 ~
• Apple Mouse

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

lOMHz 80286 (Intel Inside®)
2.5MB RAM
30MB harddrive
3.5" 1.44Ma floppy
built-in 2400 baud modem
12" color VGA monitor
DOS 4.01
IBMMouse

• · 20MHz 80286 processor
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

2Iv$ RAM

43MB harddrive
3.5" 1.44MB floppy
. 5.25" 1.2MB _floppy
14" grayscale VGA monitor
:pigi tal Research DOS 5. O
Chic Mouse

•

•
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Opinion

The Central Florida Future

The Future denied
press freedom when
newspaperS swiped
tis that time again. That time of year when
The Central Florida Future must protect its
interests and its papers. To clarify the situation, let's consider last spring's SG presidential
elections.
i The Feb. 14 issue was found missing from most
bf the distribution stands on campus. About 4,500
papers were found ill a dumpster later that same
1
day. This totalled more than $1,800 worth of
damage to the newspaper for writers, photos, advertisements lost ... etC. This all represents money
that could be considered lost, gone or dumped into
a large water source. And this figure does not cover
the effort, creativity and pride the staff puts into
their work.
It's possible that a local group (such as a fraternity, sorority or large club) sent~ errand boy out
to get each and every one of the members a copy of
the paper, and after they got done, they neatly
folded the paper and then tossed them into the
same dumpster. True, this could happen.
But it's unlikely.
Perhaps several smaller groups on campus sent
out representatives to ''bring back a paper for us."
Of course the disclaimer on the distribution
stands stating for each person to only take one
copy, DOES make it wrongandevenillegal to.take
more than one copy.
What The Future did was to offer $300 to the
person(s) who helped find the culprits. Out of
this cry for help came two.suspects, Victoria Del
Castillo and Leigh Ann Mell wain. Both of these
women worked for Student Government. McBain
has sinGe transferred to Tufts. Del Castillo is
still UCF student and involved in SG.
Out of the investigation came a signed confession on April 1 7 by Del Castillo. On Sept. 14, Del ·
Castillo maintained, "Tha~ was a confession
under duress. They (UCF police) threatened me
with arrest."
How interesting it is that an innocent would
fear arrest.
But Del Castillo insists that, "It was a malicious rumor that was started against me, and it
was an unfounded claim." The State Attorney
dropped all of the charges based on the fact t:P.at
. it would be impossible to prove the theft of a free
publieation.
One problem with the State Attorney forcing
aITesfis that the situation about an errru;i.d boy
does present a possibility.which must be accounted
for. Also the fact the problem was stopped causes
the law to be lenient.
The precedent for this problem was set at UF
when a similar problem occurred. The State Attorney was unable prove definitely that the people
accused had stolen the papers with malicious
· intent.
'
This is not the case with The Future. There
could be no doubt that someone dumped the election-edition of the newspaper. Theydumpedabout .
4,500 papers; which also proves that this couldn't
just be a drunken joke, but rather an intentional,
spiteful act.
·
The Future tak~s pride irl being distributed to ,
the students for free. We don't get any money from
any student fees, but strictly from advertising
sales. We DO NOT want to change our practices
because ofa few censors who do not understand the
freedom of the student press.
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News Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
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Republicans specialize in propaganda
can senators and representatives would only be committing suicide by trying to jump-start a now practically
unfunctional government body. It would be like a couraCAMPUS COMMENTARY
geous bullfighter entering an arena, seizing a stubborn bull
by its horns, only to be thrown, tossed and stomped into the
t' is now evident that the Republicans are the great ground by it, never winning the fight. And with the
propaganda specialists of the day ... at least according gobbledygook games Congress (stubborn bull) plays, it
to some congressional Democrats. Since the Demo- would be a futile attempt to cure a evil from within.
Ifthecurrentrateatwruch Congressisgetting(orbetter,
crats lost the last presidential election, they have taken up ·
the uncanny trend of condesc~ndingthe American people. not getting) things done continues, a breakingpoint will be
SinceDukakis's loss, the Democrats have felt that their reached, whereby the president wiU more than likely not
candidate and platform in '88 were, by far, more appealing adhere t.o congressional approval, and act on ms Cher) own.
to the American public. But by way of slick packaging and Congress would then be sealed in an envelope in and of
fast grooming, the Republicans were able to push Bush itself, cut offfrom exercising.power to the extent that even
ahead, and ultimately dupe the American people into a grab for the Constitution as its legal legitimization would
·
voting him in. Furthermore, this whole condescension of bein vain:
As Congress continues to functionally bog itself down,
·the American public has been retroactively interpreted t.o
accommodate the success of Reagan's two victorious cam- the responsibility to get things done in government wiU be
inevitably taken by the president and the Supreme Cowt.
paigns.
It seems sort of strange how some congressional Demo- If Congress continually, cannot respond, with balance, to
crats would prescribe to this duping theory, for if the the needs of industry and the public, an attempt to stop a
Republicans could win the White House in this fashion, rogue president would.be hindered. The support for such
would come from guess who ... the shrewd Republican's
couldn't they do the same for House and Senate seats?
Imagine for a moment that the Republicans could, who will be blocklng every vent through which Congress
through propaganda expertise, slowly but surely, overturn could exercise its power. Furthermore, the Supreme Cowt
the Democrat congressional incumbency and reform an ill would find a new function in reinterpreting the ConstituCongress from within. A Congress tending towards a tion as the main motivation in sealing off Congress.
Does this seem just a little bit dictatorial to you? But it
Republican majority has long been a dream of devout
Republicans. Wouldn'titonly make sense the Republicans may very well become what is called for in the near future,
start taking this route, considering the current popularity a.S government inefficiency becomes far too detriment.al t.o
of Bush and their leadership?e
our society and its economy.
Republican leadership realizes the demise of Congress
Traditionally, we have almost always focused on our
lies within itself. To attempt to reform Congress from president as the supreme possessor of power in governwithin would ultimately be the biggest loss the Republi- ment. Perhaps someday this will be ultimately true. .
cans could inflict upon themselves. A new line of Republi-& Bowes is a sophorrwre studying Computer Sci.ence

Ed.Bowes

I

Letters
• JUST A FEW QUESTIONS
popularity, but your incompetence~ .
Editor:
SomeonecanbepopularandincomI saw Mr.-Dogoli's letter and I could - petentat the same time (just look at
not help asking a few questions:
ex-President Carter).
Are you as naive as you sound? Or
As for you being the spokesperdo you really think all of the students son, I am not aware of any Student
are as naive as you sound? Smee when Senate meetings in the last week.
can violations of Parliamentary Proce- You are not their leader, and you
dure be explained as "change?''
certainly do not represent me.
You say you are "not here to gain The changes you would institute,
popularity." If th~t was the case, why contrary to your misguided, bididyoubotherresponding?Thecharges ased judgement, have not made
made against you were not due to your StudentGovemment"moreaccount-
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able and more accessible." To me, you
have made it less accessible by spending
too much time on procedure.
Sir, you are the cause of the wasted
time. Rather then apologizing to the
studentbodyfor destroying the integrity
of the Senate, you offer an excuse for
your inept, amateurish bungling of the
running of the meetings.
. Ifyou decide to stay, learn the rules
and use them. I will be watching.
Mark James
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GOP chances of retaining White House could be l;>etter
RoyFuocO ·
SEEING THE LIGHT
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fGeorgeBush wasnotupforre-electionnextyear, the
GOP's chances for retaining the White House for
another four years would be even better. Bush's weakness is a clear domestic agenda and a clear stand on what
the Republican party should be fundamentally. That is
something at least three Republicans have shown leadership on and the common theme is a desire to pull together
various groups.
A leading voice from the conservative wing ofthe party
is Georgia congressman Newt Gingrich. While he has
developed a .... well let's say somewhat controversial reputation, you should stop and actually hear his message
before starting to scream. Gingrich's first objective is to see
the GOP gain the majority in Congress. He says that with
the executive and legislative branch controlled by two
parties,theresultisanineffectivegovernment.Thechecks

-

and balance part of our government, he says, should not
work to cripple government.
His views on how to gain control are interesting. The
conventional wisdom among_many voters is that the
Repuhlicansengageinnegativecampaigning. But Gingrich
espouses the opposite view. He says it.s self-destructive to
focus on personal lives. Instead, candidates shouldfocus on
abuses of power and positions taken by liberals on issues.
He has t.aken that message to Massachusetts, and the
three biggest Republican victories in 1990 ran Gingrich's
style of campaign. He allowed liberalism in practice to
. speak for itself and never get personal.
_
Another Republican who should be taken even more
seriously is Gov. Pete Wilson of California. Wilson, who
could be the RepubliCa.n nominee in 1996 (he'll be only 63),
has had practical experience and success in bring together
various elements. The California GOP is like the National
GOP. There are elements of the old liberal Rockefeller
(Ne.Ison) wing of the party, there are elements of the Sun
Belt conservatism (entrepreneurial and libertarian in nature) and there are elements of Midwest progressiveness.

A CONTINUING
//Dec 23, I've s1eep- 'Oily four crai!ies have 'ULRIC SPNT1NO, '2en
walked through ten . \'Y\oneylef+ to Make dervio camera man.,,
days of r1ignfMare!

filMs for graduate pro-

D~

He has sought to appeal to all groups and in doing so has
defined a way the Republicans can broaden their appeal.
His anti-big government stance and his goal ofreducing
government spending are at the core of conservative values. Yet at the same time, he sees government able to play
a proper role in protecting the environment- carrying on
the torch oftheTeddy Roosevelt Republicans. This wentfar
in his race against Dianne Feinstein.
Wilson also believes that government should spend
-money on child care and corrective educational programs
that (and this is the key) have proven to work.
Jack Kemp, Bush's secretary of Health and Human
Services, is a third voice for Republicans. A Reagan conservative, he has put the conservative vision in public housing.
His appointment was thought to have a negative affect on
such programs like housing. But instead, he brought new
ideas to make the programs more effective.
Now the views of these three men have important
agreements and disagreements within the party. But
the fund.amental theme is the need to reach out to more
people and to intelligently discuss issues and ideas.

COMEDY SERIES
BRIAN HARVEY-Anal
reter\tive froM. hell.
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National Tick collection costs ohly $1 million per year
Dave Barry
TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

T

t

oday's topic is the U.S. National
Tick Collection.
But first, I must make ANOTHER correction on the meaning of
the French expression "savoirfaire." As
you rnay recall, I wrote a column stating
that "savoir faire" means "ear size." A
reader wrote back stating that I was a
bonehead. So I wrote a colUmn apologizing for my mistake and stating that the
correct definition of "savoir faire" is, in
fact, "nose hair."
I thought this had settled the matter,
but recently I got a letter from ANOTHER irate reader, Liliane Adams of
North Haven, Conn. Her letter begins;
"Are you a complete idiot?"
Having thus softened the blow, she
points out that (a) I am still wrong about
"savoir faire," and (b) she knows this
because she, personally, is French.
Well of course now I feel like a MAJOR horse's patooty (or, as the French
say, "une BIGGE butte duy cheval"). So
this time, in preparing my correction, I had my staff of
highly trained research assistants go over it thoroughly, both visually and by barking at it. Thus I am
100 percent confident when I state that "savoir faire"
does NOT mean "ear size" or "nose hair." It means
"armpit fumes," as in: "Due to unusually high levels of
'savoir faire,' the Surgeon General is advising- against
travel to France."
I'm glad we got that straightened out. I sincerely
hope that my carelessness has not offended anyone of
the snail-eating persuasion.
Speaking of repulsive creatures, today's topic, as I
said is the National Tick Collection. If you think I'm
making this up, check the June, 1991, issue of the
National Geographic. There you'll find a fascinating
news item brought to my attention by alert readers
Scott and Irene Dean. It begins:
"The U.S. government has solved the problem ofwho
could pay for the upkeep on a million deaq ticks by
sending them to Georgia. The National Institutes of

Health has shipped the National Tick Collection to
Georgia Southern University in Statesboro with a fiveyear, million-dollar grant to maintain it.
I'll pause here while you taxpayers wipe up that
coffee you just spat all over yourselves when you went:
"WHAT? We're paying a MILLION DOLLARS to
maintain DEAD TICKS???"
Calm down. I checked into this, and it turns out the
National Tick Collection is OK For one thing, it's the
largest in the ENTIRE WORLD. Japan may have
·overtaken us in technology, but we're still No.1 in the
deceased bloodsucking arthropods. The National Tick
Collection also has important scientific purposes. I
spoke to the curator, Dr. James Keirans. National
Geographic has a picture of Dr. Keirans holding ajar
of containing the largest known breed of tick. It looks
like a small turtle. Ifthis tick were to geta hold of those
yappy lap-style dogs about the size ofa Hostess Twinkie,
you'd hear a quick "slurp," and all that would remain
of the dog would be lint.

Keirans said the National Tick Col. lection is basically a whole lot of dead
ticks inside jars; the whole thing 'ii ts
into an area about the size of a goodsized living room."
Keirans said scientist need to study
ticks because they (ticks) spread all
kinds of diseases. He said scientist
act~ally go out LOOKING for ticks.
It's called "flagging," wherein the scientist attaches a piece of white flannel
to a broom handle, then drags it over
the grass, where ticks grab on to it.
"I've been in situations where I've
picked up the flag, and it was black
with ticks," Keirans said. ''Then I
looked down, and my pants were covered with ticks, crawling up my legs."
(This scene would be the basis of a
major motion film, called ''Tick," featuring Madonna as the Evil Tick
Queen, wearing an elaborate, anatomically correct female-tick costume
featuring 173,000 mascara-smeared
eyes and 11 million tiny breast cones.)
If a tick gets on you, the way to
remove it is NOT to bum it or put
chemicals on it. Keirans recommends
you grasp the tick near its head, ideallyusing tweezers, slowly pull it out, and mail it to the
Publishers Clearing House. No! I made up that last
part. But the rest is true - an example of the useful
information we get from beingthe World Leader in tick
research.
·
So I figure the National Tick Collection is a good
investment ofmy tax dollars, especially when you compare
it with other parasitic federal entities:
AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT SENDING OUT
''NEWSLE'ITERS"
Congress: Millions of dollars.
Dead Ticks: None.
USEOFGOVERNMENTLIM:OUSINESTOA'ITEND
RARE-STAMP AUCTIONS
President's Chief of Staff: Yes.
Dead Ticks: No.
Maybe it would be cost-effective to replace high federal
officials with dead ticks. Do you think that would work?
Nah. Dead ticks are lacking a quality that comes naturally
to your top federal leadership. Call it "savoir faire."
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
Welcome new pledges Shawn, Jennifer,
Stacey, Dave, & Steve! Fri. Party was a
blast! Service Project with Tau Chapter
was jammin'! A<Ml making the change!
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
nB<t> Great "Peace and Love" Social.
Thanks! MI1 g~t psyched for Tail-gate
Party. Party next Sat following the game.
ATll I Football: Thurs. 5pm vs . Team
Kappa. Pledge Retreat Sat.

tackle. Yo Frank--90120-No Eagles will
triumph . Don't forget-Meeting Sunday
- Be There!!

school, 2b/2ba $440/mo. For info, Call
Jerry 321-7343 or 1-800-777-4366 ext.
839.

ZETA TAU ALPHA
Hope everyone had a great weekend ! !
We love our nKA Southern Belle Candidate, Kim Spain. You did a great job! !
Everyone comeoutandsupportthe ZTA
football team Thursday- FLD2 at 4pm vs
KA. Hey pledges - do you know who
your Big Sisters are? Lil Sis Appreciation Week is here ! ! ! Zeta all the damn
time!

Room for rent in house near campus $150 mth. plus 113 utilities - call Aura at
382-5506

. MALE & FEMALE PERFORMERS
WANTED for new musical show. Talented amateurs & students considered.
COMPLETE GAPS GAE PREPARA- Call (904)343-5336 or 742-1134.
TION COURSE . Fantastic Review Material. Used last April. PAID $160. WI LL Earn $450/wk doing easy work. Send
SASE to Norman Enterprises, PO Box
SELL for $120. PHONE 904·789·5734
2704, Norman ,OK 73072 for details.
Mountain Bike, 4 wks. old $100, Guitar,
Jackson Soloist, Mint $700, Make offer,
Eric, Eve. 678-8723

A.A. MEETING EVERY WED. 12-1 PM
STUDENT CENTER RM 211

11 I

IT'S OFFICIAL I 11
Confetti (9/12 Issue) says
GOD IS HOT 111
See for yourself at the
Wesley Foundation
5pm Every Wednesday
Student Center Room SC211

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Congrats new Pledges I Thanks Cheryl,
you can get some sleep now! Speaker at
meeting so be there at 7pm. Hey
Marshall, how's the lawn? Keep tabs on
Chicken Worthy Brothers.

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
ZTA, KA, Mil, get ready for an awesome Social Friday with AXA (oh and
UE & DC will be there too). Good luck ~o
our new President, Vito Sceutero and Azalea Park - Qui~t. clean, Thirtyish
Vice-President, Joe Justin.CONGRATS male has BR & BA for a mature male or
to ALL the new Big Bro/Lil Bro combos · female non-smoker. Washer I dryer,
and the best Lil Bro - Doug M.
cable TV, separate phone. $300/mo. +
1/2 utilities. References & Deposit. Tim
PHI DELTA THETA
is at 275-1718.
Phi Delts, never, EVER leave an egomaniac in charge of putting the ads in the Female N/S to share w/ same all ameniFuture. NEVER be satisfied with your- ties $275 + 1/2 Util Call 327-6059.
selves. DARE TO BE GREAT ! !
$$$$$$$$$ PRIME TIME$$$$$$$$$$$ ROOMMATE WANTED: 2BR Avail. in
3BR house. Perfect for 2 friends who
want to room together. Quiet, dean stuP,I BETA PHI
P,eace and Joy to Pl PHI! Thanks ATn dents preferred. No smokers, drugs. M/
for a groovy time. Dena looked HOT at F OK. $225 and $200 Call Lou at 644PIKE Fri Nite! Study up so we'll hit JJ's 6996
on Wed Nite - Pi Phi's in the house!
Female NS Needed for 2BR 2BA 5 miles
from UCF $250 mo 1/2 util Nice Call
Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Southern Gents was a blast ! ! I Con- Leona 366-5238
gratulations to our 1991 Southern Belle
and to all the.candidates for.an excellent 2 students seeking 3rd roommate to
showing. PIKE 2 vs. Pledges today @ share 2 story, 2 bdrm, 2 bth apt. starting
Oct. 1. Will have own room. Must like
4pml Spread: flKA2 49 PP 7
cats, dogs, and parties. Rent $150/mo.
+ 1/3 utilities Call 275-9064
Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Orientation Night was great! Thanks to
everyone that worked so hard to put it Roommate needed to share three bedtogether and to everyone that partici- room apt 2 mi from UCF. Rent $250 per
pated. Good Luck to all of our new pro- mo. plus 1/3 utilities. Deposit $175 Call
Christine or Teelie 384-8903
spective members!

TIM WEBBER CATERING IS NOW HIR1NG ! ! ! Experience preferred. Learn
how to bartend and make great extra
$$$. Don't miss this great opportun.ity! !
Call 645-2754.

FOR SALE

CLUB INFO

DELTA GAMMA
Thanks to all who came to the car wash
- don't forget to sell ads! This is a buzy
· weekend - Social Fri. and Chapter Retreat Sat.! Get ready. . .The Splash is
coming! tJ' Number 1 ! I I

.1

Apartment For Rent: 2BDR- 2 1/2 Bath;
includes washer & dryer. Near UCF.
$460/mo. Call Donna 855-8496

RETAIL HELP 11 !
APPLY NOW! 11
$8.75 (guaranteed starting rate)
Full Training provided. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Scholarships &
Internships Available
CALL: 236·0170

I

ROOMMATES

WANTED: Loving home for playful 15
month old White Spitz Crossbreed.- "CC"
free, completely healthy with shots. Call
Cathie at 382-5506.

HUNTLEIGH WOODS -$189,900
2832 SUMMER BROOKE WAY
VICTORIAN - ONLY 8 YEARS OLD
4 BDRM I 2 1/2 BATH
POOL WI HEATED SPA

SERVICES
RON'S PHOTOGRAPHY
10% Discount for UCF Students
Call 339-3367 for details

DEVLEX UNITED CORP.
NANCY OLLER 260-8633 or 645-0135

6ft. Pool Table accessories included $350
obo Call 339-2470

TYPING SERVICES - Call Nancy at
679-4006.

TAU KAPPA .EPSILON
Congratulations to the new brothers.
Football Time? Call Joe B. Dean-0 nice

Large Rm. $165/mo. includes utilities. 6
miles from UCF, No Pets. Deposit. 291-

9631

WORDMASTERS 277·9600

Washer I Dryer fullsize for sale $100 Call
273-5177 Leave M~ssage

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Egn Book Network, 2 desks, 2 couches,
1 love seat 657-8562

Fast* Professional*Accurate

AUTOS
DOCUMENTATION CENTERS INC.
PRO-WORD PROCESSING
1984 Renault Fuego 99kmi AJC Turbo
5spd convertible roof $1300 281-4263
evening.

24 Hrs. - 7 day Message Center
IBM - Word Perfect 5. 1
Academic Formats Letter Quality

FOR RENT

No Job is Too Large or Too Small
407-423·8078

I

HELP WANTED

Math Tutor Thru CALC 11. 859-2972

RPS NEEDS PIT PACKAGE HANDLERS FROM3-7AM $7 PER HR CALL
297-3715

J

SAT ACT GRE GMAT CLAST PREP .
Educators, Not Just Tutors. General
Math: Through Trig. Open Enrollment
Flexible Classes 249-4070

.,
•

OTHER

•

RAISE $500..$1000..$1500
FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
for your fraternity, sorority team or other
campus organiz~tion. Absolutely no investment required! Act now for the
chance to win a Caribbean Cruise and
fabulous prizes!
Call 1·800-950·8472 ext.SO
MONEY FOR COLLEGE. Every student
is eligible .for financial aid regardless of
grades or parents income. $10 billion
available-Get'your share. Free information - Scholarship Searchers, 4310 S.
Semoran Blvd. #521, Orlando, Fl 32822

..

.

.
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Brett, Where have you been? I have not
seen or heard from you since school
started. Are you trying to blow me off?
Don't bury your head in the sand like an
ostrich - TELL ME! Barbie
VOTE
JENNIFER BERNSTEIN
SEAT9
TINA ELOIAN
SEAT3
COLLEGE Of:= BUSINESS

TYPING-RUSH PROJECTS ACCEPTED. WP51 ACCURATE/AFFORDABLE CINDY/ 365-4863

l•

HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY VIC!
Wow! More teens - Go figure
S.O.,
Guess ,what? I've already fallen!!
Thanks for the EXHILARATING times!
You make me WI LOI Hey-are you ready
for another pool party? Could be scary!
I'll race you home!!
Faithfully yours, in mind and BODY, ,
B.F.
Clark babe,
You know, you know, thanks for
thinking of me! What a great weekend!
Splish Splash! Life will continue to be
busy, but hey we're still togeth,er!
Penny

Barb, I miss you so much! Where ya

2/2 apt near UCF. Wash I Dry, fans,
dishwasher. Nice. $450. 365-7532
Apartment for rent, excellent location,
University Blvd & Alafaya Tr., walk to

•

'

WP.EDITING: APA,MLA,etc.366-0538

Professional PC SERVICES 380-7429
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
It's ared brick HOUSE! I Who's house?
Sig Eps HOUSEi Ground breaking ceremony Sept. 21 at4pm. All arewelcomel
That's right - hard to believe. 46 Man
House - largest on campus. Thank youPaul Garcia! you represent what Sig Ep
. is C'!bout - Virtue, Diligence & Brotherly
Love! FL Mu - Six Years of Diligence.
New address -4418 Greek Court! Brothers and Alumni- How sweet it isl !<l>E for'
life.

LSAT GRE GMA T Prep Course
Open Enrollment High Scores Taught
by Testing Specialist Michael Tierney,
897-3300 or 341 -0003

TYPISTS

IBM Compatible Computer 20 Meg HD
5.25 Drive Color _Monitor $700 obo Call
339-2470

Roommatewanted-436 &Aloma, pools,
laundry, clubhouse. Call 679-1621

TUTORS

-PERSONALS.. ,

I

10 gal & 30 gal tanks with all accessories , 568,5409
Computer XT Clone, 640K, monographic 2-5.25 floppy, KBD $400 or $450
w/ 8087 Chip. 366-6167

•

WANTED

Nishiki Racing Bike $250 Tri-Bars $50
365-1776

NEW WINTER PARK HOME $264,900
1330 HIBISCUS AVE
2 STORY, 4 BDRM I 2 1/2 BATH
TREE LINED BRICK STREET.

TERM PAPERS, Resumes, anything you
need typed! Everything LASER
PRINTED Call THE CORPORATE IMAGE 679-7179

•

•
•

•

been? I've been so busy. How 'bout my
treat to the Catherine Wheel and Ippolito
Principle Concert tonite @ Wild Pizza,
8pm.? Only yours, Brett

•
\

DON'T

DRUNK!!
I•

..
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Friday the-13th b~ raves for UCF film student
•
rv

'Portraits' gives
conlplex view of
college friendships
by Jim Evans

!~.KE t has been ~ost a year sin~e
t@t Husayn Frazier began wntl=lllJll!I

~~~ts.~id~on ~~~~p~~

, ,,, , , , . 13th, the movie premiered
on campus at the Wild Pizza and
was met with high praise and applause from the audience.
"Portraits" examines the relationships among six friends in
college. Conflicts arise between
the individuals, revealing a numberofthemes including trust, racism .and paranoia. Through personal accounts the characters explain their view of the situations
and eventually resolve.their interpersonal strugglys.
T h e
conflicts among the characters
parallelthedirector'srelationship
·with the movie itself. By placing
himself in the story, the director
illustrates the complexities. and

frustrations involved in the process of video production. In
doing so, he reveals his own
fear of relationships outside his
circle of friends, as well as his
frustration at the limits placed

on his artistic expression.
Frazier and co-director Tim
Steinoven began production at
the onset of February. The six
week long production was sponsored by the Video Production

Committee of the Campus Activities Board.
"It involved a number of hardcore shoots lasting 15 to 20 hours.
It was a massive and time consuming effort from all those in-

volved," Frazier said. The locations of the shots included downtown Winter Park, Lake Eola,
Blanchard Parle and apartments in
the UCF area.
The cast and crew consisted of
student volunteers. 'The project
provided experience outside the
classroom for Video Production
students," Steinoven said.
Presently, the Video Productjon Committee is sponsoring a
second project. It consists of
three parts. Each part was composed by a different writer. The
first part is already under production. The second and third
parts will be holding auditions
in December and May respectively. According to Produc:.
tion Coordinator Hannah
Plucinski, a publi~ screening of
the film_under production will
be ready sometime next fall.
"Portraits" illustrates the high
level of organization and technical expertise of the students involved. Despite the endless shpots
and setbacks, it was, according to
Frazier, "oneofthebestyearsl've
had and hopefully one of the best
the crew has had." ·

Theater takes on new directions downtown at SAK Comedy lab
by Christine Lott

live theate.
TheatreSports is actually an internationally recognized "sport." It began
twelve years ago in Calgary, Canada
and continues to have a worldwide competition each year. Claire Sera, who
in the dryer for five minutes to look that started the TheatreSports leagti.e in
Orlando and
way) and someWayne Brady,
one says to you "I
also representdon't know ...
ing
SAK, were
what do you
"lt'snotlikeanythingyou semi-finalists
wanna do?"
can expe1ience anyplace
this year.
Well, while
' SAK Theatre
your
going
else."
also offers classes
through
the
in improvisation
usual list of
on a drop by basis
weekend alterevery Saturday
natives,
add
something completely different to your from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m: Class .attendance
list ...TheatreSport~. The SAK Comedy ranges from actors to businessmen brushLab offers a live improvisational com- ingup.communication skills, to housewifes
edy show every Thursday at 8 p.m. and and to college students.
I highly recommend TheatreSports
weekends at 11 p.m.
It's actually a competition between as enjoyable to every type and defitwo teams of professional actors who nitely worth your entertainment dollar
challimge each other's wit and speed at five bucks a show. "It's not like
anything you can experience anyplace
and willingness to be an idiot.
But alas, this is not a spectator sport. else," explains Dave Russell, a
The audience is expected to get rowdy TheatreSport player. You can check it
and participate, giving TheatreSports out at 1005 La Quinta Drive off of
a whole new angle on the excitement of Church Street,downtown.

\t;Y f~1il~~ff~~~fr~§

..

Hmmm. What is the action in this photograph? Willing participants
in this improvisational activity never know what to e~pect. {File photo)

Live at the SAK Theatre .•• it's TheatreSports! The Comedy La~ffers
actors and wanna-bes an opportunity to test their talent on stage. {File photo)

.
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Ugly Kid Joe befi.eV~i ifs musical mp ·td ·~nfiltloin is ·erriirient .

.

L~~~~~~IL_ _J

• As Ugly As They Wanna Be
Artist: Ugly Kid Joe
Label: St~rdog
I must confess, when I first
laid eyes upon the new E.P. from
the group Ugly Kid Joe, I figured
it was just another contribution
to the long line of garbage that's
been plaguing the record business as oflate. SURPRISE! This
thing rocks! As Ugly As They
Wanna Be is a fusion of hard,
driving riffs and a comical approach to it all that really pays off
forUKJ.
The first track, "Madman," is
about an alleged psycho running
rampant throughout Disneyland
(my guess is Goofy or Mickey).
"Whiplash Liquor," sqtrts
where "Madman" left off. Vocalist Whitfield claims: "White,
alcoholic, suburban, trash ... We
ain'tglam and we ain't thrash ... "
The next two tracks, "Top Bad"
and "Everything About You,"
are the two tracks most accessible for airplay. A kick-ass rendition of the classic Sabbath tune

"Sweet Leaf," rounds out the
album.
With a little financial backing (which is quite possible since
Stardog is an off-shoot label of
Polygram), stardom may not be
far away. This band has such a
great outlook on their career,
which became evident in the
interview I had with Klaus
Eischstadt.- one of two lead guitarists for the band:
How did you come up with the
name of the band?
KLAUS: "Well, we were opening up for a glam band, "Pretty
Boy Floyd," at a local gig and
wethought'Whydon'rwecome
up with a name just as stupid?
How about...UglyKidJoe.' And
it stuck."
How long have you guys been
together?
K: "It's one of those situations
where we were all playing in
different bands in Santa Barbara and saw each other playing
and decided to fonn a band."
How did you guys get hooked
up with PoJygram. They're a
fairly big name?
K: "We have a friend·that's a DJ
at a station in Santa Barbara,
and he referred us to a guy that
works for Polygram. He came
out and heard us and really liked
what we were doing. So he
signed us to Stardog, their minor label."
How do you describe your
music, because it sounds like a
mix of old Motley Crue and
Red Hots?
K: "We like to play heavy, but

•

•

".

Roger Lahr, Klaus Eichstadt, Whitfield, Mark Davis and Cordell Crockett.
we wanted to incorporate as
much humor into our music as
possible. I think it shows through
on our E.P."
What made you do 'Sweet
Leaf,' it sounds killer!
K: "Well, I'm a fan of Ozzy,
especially when he was with
Black Sabbath. The funny thing
about that song is when we were
recording, we weren't sure if it
was even in key or if Whitfield
was even singing the right lyrics! But it turned out alright."
Where did you guys shoot the
album cover? (lt shows the bandsitting on a couch, in the middle of
a neighborhood, surrounded by
applianl'es and T.V.'s).

K: "We shot that in the middle of a
college neighborllood, and at the
end of each semester, there's always a pile of furniture and T. V. 's
and stuff. The students just throw_it
_in a huge pile <µld leave it So we

decided to get a shot of us in the
middle it all!"
WeJI, good luck, hope to see
you guys soon.
K: "Thanks, later."
- by Mar.ty Smith

The Distinguished Brothers of Thee Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc.

Informational Meeting
W[[U®IT'D ~ September 19, 199f
AND 16 OTHER SERVICES FOR $3.33 EACH
RUTOM OB I LE SAU I NGS
ASSOC I All ON
834-CAJRS (2277)

••••••••••••
:. ~.EER ·
..

W[[U®[J® ~ In the

Presidents
Dinning Room at
7 pm. sharp.

• •••••••••••

STUDENT:

··WJNK·UINING

.

M~MBERSHIPS·

Member for a Night
Redeem this ad at the box office to receive Hnzian Film Critics Society
admission ($4 instead of the regular $6). Then become a member yourself
and receive excellent benefits ALL THE TIME! Offer expires 9130191.

TRULY. MADLY, DEEPLY · .Now showing. ends

•

--r

••
••

from ROBIN HOOD & DIE HARD · Jn English

PEE WEE'S BIG ADVENTURE · Starts sept
2.o · Fridays & Saturdays only, Midnight only · from the director of BEETLEJUJCE. M TMAN

& EDWARD SCISSORHANDS

EATING · Starts Sept 20 · c;omedy cult film about food &
women, food & sex, food & friends, food & ... · In English

: ..1300
.~

.. · S TUDENT'LEGAL SERVICES
.

Sept I 9 · jay Boyar raves: "Four Stars/" · Stars Alan Rickman

.•

*Shirt and Tie Required I Refreshments will
be served afterwards.

S~

Orlan.do AY:e., In Maitland • 644"'4662
................................
.

·------------------~~

:I QM'E~LOLITA :I

I
Philippine & Oriental.Cuisine
I 10% discount on lunch and dinner platter with
I coupon. Not valid with other coupon specials.
Eat-in, Takeout, Catering
I
I
6574 University Blvd.
I
(Between Forsyth & Goldenrod)
I
Winter Park~ FL 32792
. .
·..
677 5880
I

: <W{-i:ll~"-

Exp Se~t 30' 91

I
I
I
I I
I
I
I

:

···········-~-----~~~

PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHAN:GE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

·STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STUDENTS
WITH ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH
AS LANDLORD(TENANT, CONSlTh1ER, NON-CRIMINAL,
TRAFFIC & UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED
STUDENTS CAN RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM-5PM

l9
m
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Face the mtisic:·don't take away my CDs' plastic jewelbox... ·.
Who wants to do away with the decorative longboxes anyway?
•

Editor's Note: This is the first of a continuing series of any upcoming holocaust.
commentaries on things relating to the music industry.
What do we do with this disc? Wrap it in
cardboard that ~ips, bends and just plain falls
by David J. Shoulberg
apart under normal handling. Brilliant! The hard
plastic jewel box is the best and most durable
l~WlitfH he first compact disc I ever purchased packaging I have yet to see for a compact disc.
~:j~ :l~ j was a true ~ilestone in ~y lifo. It repre- The worst part is that once your cardboard digipak
=~=~=m
sented the fust new music format I had falls victim to the elements of moisture or a
emhr.aced since my short'and painful relationship drunken party, your packaging is shot - liner
with the 8-track.
notes, cover work and all. I will not back down on
I remember buying some trashy, mid-'80s, this issue; give me a jewel box or give me a small
post-modem, punk, neo-oisco band's album. Who cut on my upper arm.
they were didn't matter; the point was that this
Finally, all the new music formats scare the
particular album was on CD!
hell out of me. Digital Audio Tape, Compact
Buying a CD has been a coping mechanism in Computer Discs; I mean really, at what point is ·
my life. Some people, when they get pissed off, go new technology overkill? By the time my CD
cl-0thes shopping or they eat chocolate cheese- coJlection is something to brag about, some asshole
cake - I buy a CD. The feeling of opening up the is gonna' be shoving DA Ts 'down my throat.
long box and letting the shiny jewel box slip out
What's next? Digital Audio Brain Implants? Can I get
into my hands has always been somewhat orgas- a skin graft with the latest Pauia Abdul album on it?
mic.
.
.
Don't get me wrong, new technology is great. If we
Now, the very thing that gives my life meaning didn't accept new technology we would still be listening
and happiness is being threatened on all fronts.
tp 300-pound granite records played on a Fred Flinstone
First, the shiny-happy environmentalists want Bedrock boom-box.
to do away with. the long box. They insist it's a
I didn't want to see vinyl go to pasture, 8-tracks were
waste of paper. I have seen all the propaganda: just plain screwed up and I am not about to sit by and watch
You know .. .if you lined up all the long boxes my 250 CD collection become passe! How about a law
thrown away in an average year, across the globe, requiring a cool down period after every new music
you could feed the Kurdish refugees for a month. fonnat is introduced, wherein no other fonnat can be
I like longboxes. I have every long box from introduced. every CD I have ever bought. To me they are like
To make a long commentary short (too late), I like
free posters, they line my walls; they are art. compact discs in jewel boxes.
Granted, most people simply throw them away. I
I will not settle for cardboard CD cases that have a built
like the long box, but for mother earth, I am in depreciation variable. ·
willing to sacrifice my tawdry thrills and support
I will not buy a DAT player.
the ban the box movement.
I will not buy the new Milli Vanilli album in any
Secondly, there is the conspiracy to do away fonnat!
with the jewel box in favor of paperboard packagWhat I will do is enjoy and value every compact disc I
ing. Great, we have created a practically heat buy from this point on. Who knows how long I will be able
Theinfamouslongbox. Whatisitsfuture?
proof, scratch proof and really shiny-looking disc; to buy CDs over the counter?
something that along with roaches, would survive
Obviously, I am not in control.

l

•

.,
LuncfiSpecial ('Mon-Sat} from $3.25.w/ eggroff & jriecf me
'Dinner Special (7 days a wee/()from $525
w/ wing, eggroa fried me
'free eggro[[ w/ any $10 purchase -'Dinner Only
380-1084

Jlcross from 1.lC'J

THE UCF THEATRE IS orFERING FOR THE SECOND TIME A SPECIAL
STUDENT SEASON TICKET.
THIS TICKET IS .YOURS FOR QNL.x $5.00. (A REGULAR TICKET TO ONE
SHOW IS $7.00. WHAT A BARGAIN!!!)
FOR A MEASLY $5.00, HERE IS WHAT YOU GET:

ADMISSION TO:

MERRll,.Y WE ROLL ALONG - OPENS OCTOBER 18, 8:00PM.
RECKLESS - OPENS NOVEMBER 22, 8:00PM.

'·

""Jj

THE ILLUSION - OPENS FEBRUARY 21, 8:00PM.

STUDENT FORUM - A STUDENT GENERATED PRODUCTION, DATES AND
TITLES TO BE ANNOUNCED.

ALL YOU HA VE TO DO IS GO TO THE THEATRE BUILDING ROOM 121
(BETWEEN 1-5 WEEKDAYS), BUY A TICKET (BRING YOUR VALID ID!!),
AND WHEN A SHOW COMES UP, CALL OUR BOX OFFICE AT 823-2862
BETWEEN 1-5 WEEKDAYS AND MAKEA RESERVATION. IT'S ~ASY, AND ·
IT'S CHEAP!!!!!!!!! LAST DAY TO PURCHASE YOUR STUDENT SEASON
TICKET IS OCTOBER 4, SO, DON'T MISS OUT!!!!!!!!!!

This fund-raiser will make you
a winner every time. A noinvestment, no-risk, high-profit
program-pay only for the
books, you sell after you sell
them. Entertainment® books
appeal to all ages and lifestyles,
with hundreds of 2-for~ 1 or 50%
off coupons for dining, theatre,
sports, travel and more.
For more information call:

895-6430~

.
y·l'>"' .
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Safety Shane Law and. linebacker Bobby Spitulski (56) lead a UCF defensive surge
against the Valdosta State Blazers. (Charles K. MorrowtFUTUREJ

VALDOSTA
FROM PAGE 16
with sophomore Travis Peeples,
who came in and hit receiver
Brian Crutcher on a 46-yard fly
pass to the right side. Peeples
then hit junior receiver Mike
Dickinson on a screen pass that
gained 28 yards.
English put UCF on the
scoreboard with an eight yard
touchdown ruh on the following
play.
Franco Grilla's point after
attempt was foiled due to a high
snap that holder Ron Johnson
tried to scramble with but was
chased out of bounds.
Peeples led the Knights' only
other scoring drive five minutes
into the third quarter with three
passes ofl 5, 21 and 13 yards to
freshman receiver David

Rhodes. English then took the
ball down to the one yard line on
two runs of 8 and 14 yards.
UCFrunningbackRon Thow
submarined into the end zone
for six more points on a UCF
play called the "Steamroller."
Peeples' attempt at a two
point conversion was overthrown through the back of the
end.zone.
Third string quarterback
Darrin Hinshaw came in for
Peeples in the fourth quarter
and threw three incomplete
passes.
.
The story of the game remained the crushing comeback
ofthe UCF defense. They recovered from allowing over 500
yards to the Dukes of JMU last
week and shutdown the Blazer's
option offense.
Junior Rick Ham~lton racked

up 14 tackles and one interception in leading the Knights' defense.
"I like that responsibility on
my shoulders," Hamilton said.
"We got really pumped for this
game .. Leave it up to us to get
the momentum going.
Hamilton's interception
came when Valdosta's quarterback Joey Brett was grabbed by
UCF defensive end Bob Knott.
Brettattempted to throw the
ball to the turf but it-racketed
rightintothearmsofHamilton.
"I was coming in to knock the
ball down and I was just in the
right place at the right time,"
Hamilton said.
The game also saw the retum ofAll-American linebacker
Bob Spitulski who came back
fromahamstringinjurytomake
five tackles.

EPISCOPAL CAMPUS MINISTRY
STUDENTS
STAFF
FACULTY

WEDNESDAY NOON, ROOM 214
STUDENT CENTER
First Meeting, September 18, 1991
Yomi<ippur
Christians and Atonement

Fr. Ashmun Brown

823-2482

e • • •-• • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • ••
:
100...V STUDENT DISCOUNT•
•
WITH THIS AD
•
•
•
:
•
•
•PROFESSIONAL STYLISTS
APPT. OR WALK IN•
: W ALMART CENTER
282-1754.
• 10661 E. COL. DR.
•

HEADS EAST
• HAIRSTYLING
STYLE CUT

- - - - ' - - - ' - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - _ _ J • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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WEKIVA
RIVERFEST

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 21,~991
10:00 AM • 4:00 PM
WEKIWA MARINA & RESTAURANT
(Exit 1-4, Take S.R. 434 West Tum right on Wekiva Springs Rd. Go 2 miles to Miami Springs Rd )

FEATURING

· ·

WET WILLIE

"Weekend"· "Street Corner Serenade"
"Keep On Smilin'"
And Special Guests: Tropical Steel, The Shades,
James Glass
FEATURING LIVE MUSIC
ENVIRONMENTAL DISPLAYS
FOOD* DRINKS* VOLLEYBALL
CANOEING* AND MUCH MORE!
PLEASE NO COOLERS OR GLASS BOTTLES

ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT: Florida Aububon Society • Citizens For
The Wekiva Springs State Park· UCF Wekiva River Resources Council
SPECIAL THANKS TO: University of Central Florida • WUCF-FM
The Central Florida Future • St. Johns River Water Management
District

. ..
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QUARTERBACKS
FROM PAGE 16

•

, UCF soocer player Rod Bitterling (#9) slides by a Tampa defender in the
season opener. Bitter1ing is a junior from Lake Mary.

<Michael oeHoog1FUTUREl

. Women's soccer goes 3-0
•

Mens team drops game to West Florida, now 0-2
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Over the weekend, the Lady Knights'
soccer team increased its 1991 record to
3-0 with wins against the University of
lfi
West Florida and Florida Atlantic at
UCFs own St. Clair Field.
In Saturday's game, West Florida be~ came another shutout victim of the Lady
Knights' defense as they were held to
four shots on goal in their 9-0 loss.
Sophomore Tiffany Schreiner andjun.. iors Shawna Johnson and Karen Kopp
came away with two goals each, while
Tina Theis, Kelley Barnes and Kelly
, Kochevar each scored one goal.
On Sunday the Lady Knights routed
Florida Atlantic's squad 11-1.

~

Strong defense, along with an even
stronger-and faster offense, led the way
as the Lady Knights held Florida Atlantic to only three shots on goal. The lone
goal scored by Florida Atlantic was only
the first against UCF in three games.
Schreiner led the offensive charge
with three goals late in the game, along
with Kochevar and Kopp's two goals
and other goals made by Theis, Dana
Hoover, Kelley Barnes and sophomore
Kerry Mustane.
This week's games will include Bany
University at home and a two-game trip
to Massachusetts and Hartford over the
weekend.
In the men's matchup, UCF played
well but fell short to West Florida in a51 loss, dropping to 0-2 on the year.

running attack led by junior Willie English, who has gained 345 yards in three
games for a 6.2-yard-per-cany average
and three touchdowns. UCF has been
unable to ignite the passing attack, which
averaged 203 receiving yards a game last
season.
On Saturday night, Ron Johnson was
continually unable to lead the Knights
down 'field due to dropped balls, errant
passes and penalties at inopportune
times.
In the second drive of the second quarter, UCF drove the ball down to the VSC
36 yard line but then collapsed. Johnson
underthrew a pass to receiver David
Rhodes, watched receiver Mike Dickinson
bobble a catch out of bounds and then
overthrew Rhodes again on fourth down
to tum the ball back over to the Blazers.
Kruczek, who watched the games from
the press box, screamed for Johnson, who
completed five of ten passes, to come to
the sideline and talk to him with a set of
headphones. On the next drive, junior
Travis Peeples was in at quarterback.
Peeples threw two passes of 46 and 26
yards immediately after entering the
game, but then went on to go 5-for-13.
Following the game, McDowell in-

RUGBY
FROM PAGE 16
befor-e Florida put themselves on the
scoreboard with two penalty kicks to make
the score 3-6.
The Knights retaliated and Jeff Miracle
pushed across the end line to score a try for
four more points. Matt Sherbondy nailed
the conversion kick to put the score back in
UCFs favor, 9-6.
The Gators scored next with a penalty
kick for another three points. The Knights

•

•

...
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stantly evaporated the team's quarterback quandary by claiming that Johnson remains the number one man.
"We're not disappointed in Ron," McDowell said. "Ron is the starting quarterback. We have confidence in all tbree
of our quarterbacks, but Ron's still the
starter.
''There's no reason in the world why
the second team quarterback shouldn't
play. I like to go ahead and play them
all."
Wide receivers coach Robert Ector
. said not all of the blame for the Knights'
offensive stuttersteps can be laid on the
trio of Johnson, Peeples and Hinshaw.
"Changing the quarterbacks really
doesn't hinder our timing," McDowell
said. "Right now, my receivers aren't
playing good enough to win a championship. That's gonna come with time because we've gotayoungteam. Somebody's
got to step up and take leadership .
"I was looking to Dickerson or Cooper to
do it, but fve been a little disappointed."
Johnson was surprised to hear that he
remains the Knights' triggerman but
remained positive about the team's de- .
velopment.
"Youknowinthelastcoupleofgames,
things just don't seem to be quite gelling," Johnson said. "We're just gonna
keep working hard until we get it right."

pushed for the end line but had a hard time
connecting on several key plays. .
In the last 15 minutes of the game
Florida ran for two more tries. After the
game the team tried to explain what
went wrong.
"We shut them down most of the time,"
'said Sherbondy, "but the few times we
didn't they scored."
"We certainly did not get beat physically," said Richard Germann. "But we did
make mistakes and that's why we lost."
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UCF defense delivei1S death blow to Valdosta
Knights' offense sputters on the
road against Division II Blazers
by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

;.

The UCF defense bounced back from last week's
blowout at J~mes Madison to capture a 12-0 victory
over the Divisfon II Valdosta State Blazers on a humid
summer Saturday night in south Georgia.
More than 6,350 fans filled Martin Stadium and
suffered through 94 degree evening temperatures,
intermittent downpours and a steamy light fog that
settled over the field to witness the Knights win their
first game ever in Valdosta.
The Knights' two previous trips to Valdosta resulted
in a 13-7 loss to the Blazers in 1982- and a 48-19
·
thrashing in 1988:
This year the UCF defense held Valdosta State to a
modest 196 total yards on offense and recorded UCFs
third shutout under Coach Gene McDowell.
"Anytime you get a shutout, it's special," McDowell
said. "Once our defense got them zeroed in, and they
had to throw the ball, they were in trouble."
The Knights' defensive unit rose to cover for a UCF
offense that never seemed to get on t~ack consistently,
completing 10of26 passes but converting on only 3-of12 third down·situations.
UCF racked up 337 net yards on offense but 207 of
them came from the running game, led by junior Willie
English who gained 142 yards in 23 carries.
English ran over Valdosta State defenders throughout the game with ease but watched as his team mad~
continual mistakes, including five penalties for 55
yards to keep the Knights from putting the game away.
"It felt great to get the win, but we've got to improve,"
English said. ''The offensive line really dug in. They
[Valdosta] have some big down_linemen, but our offensive line just said, 'No problem.' We wanted to run
outside and we ran outside. We just gotta correct our
mistakes. I feel the only team ·that can beat us is
ourselves."
On UCFs first offensive play of the game with 11 :39
remainingin thefirstquarter,English tookthehandoff
and appeared to be stopped up on the left end ofthe line
by a Valdosta linebacker. English ran over the VSC
player and cut across the field for a 51-yard gain.
The Knights' off~nse failed to score on the drive,
however, and the game remained scoreless going into
the second quarter.
· -Starting quarterback Ron Johnson was replaced

Greg Jefferson (95) leaps through the air to assist Willie Britton (77) in crushing
Valdosta State quarterback Joey Brett Saturday night. (Charles K. Morrow1FuruREl

'ii·

Quarterback questions corralled
by Jamie Johnson
SPORTS EDITOR

ForabriefperiodoftimeSaturdaynight, the annual
UCF quarterback controversy was back and blazing
away.
UCF came off an unexpected 49-31 defeat at Jam es
Madison University longing for a big win to boost the
team's confidence and help them prepare for next
week's rnatchup against Division I East Carolina.
The defense took the field and quickly reasserted
itselfas a force to contend with by holding the Valdosta
State Blazers scoreless while the UCF offense kept
coughing the ball back up to them.
"I love it," Coach Gene McDowell said. ''When they
(the opposing offense) have third and forever and then
VALDOSTA continued page 14 _ fourth and forever 8:Ild we get two sacks on the plays, it

makes it hard on the other tea~. If the defense needed
redeeming, they did it. On offense, we're not getting the
ball in the end zone. We're moving the ball, just not
consistently."
The offense was never able to adequately execute
offensive coordinator Mike Kruczek's game plan . He
finally resorted to shuffling the team's three quarterbacks and settlingfor scoring only twelve points against
a Division II opponent.
"I think that we're not hitting on all cylinders,"
Kruczek said. "Dropped balls are one factor, missed
blocking assignments is one factor, all though it wasn't
a big one tonight, and then throwing wild passes, which
we did tonight."
The missing link in the Knight's offense is not the
QUARTERBACKS continued page-15

Rec.,teIDberfest roars back

Rug_,y team
falls to Florida
in first ·match

"Greatest Day of Play" boosts intramural sports
by Dave Meadows

Adam Yapkowitz of Rec. Services said.
"We'd like for more of the students to
know.what's g0ing on here."
Seattle hosted last year's Goodwill
The teams of Getsom and Letterman
Games, Havana hosted this year's Pan- and Company tied for first place with
Arn games and Barcelona will host next scores of 1,481. SAE took third place
year's Olympic games. But UCF's great- with 1,451 points.
Saturday's sports spectacularfeatur.ed
est ciay of play was held right here in
Orlando lastSaturday-Rec-temberfest , a number offamiliar events, some not so
'91.
familiareventsandsomefarniliarevents
There were no gold medals, no silver : withastrangetwist.Onesucheventwas
medals, no bronze medals; no red,-white, Reverse Softball.
or blue ribbons. The final standings
"It's playedpretty much like ordinary
showed a two way tie for the champion- softball," explained Yapkowitz. "Except
ship, but to the more than three-bun- that the players run the bases in reverse
.dred students who participated, there order. Insteadofgoingfromhome tofirst
and so on, they go from home to third to
were no losers - only winners.
They came from every corner of the second and so on."
globe - 32 teams in all - to compete in
"It was pretty confusing for some of
an all-day gala of food, fun and 13 differ- - the players," said Anthony Tesoriero, Matt Workman and Alexis Martin
ent Olympic-style events.
captain of the Hospitality Association's compete Saturday. (Jim Ferguson/FUTURE)
"I came all the way over here Ju.st to team. "They had a lot of people run the
participate in Rec-temberfest," joked wrong way."
Louise Fellstrom, an exchange student
At the end of the day, the war weary
Inside Preview
from Simrishamn, Sweden. "I ha4 a re- combatants waited patiently as prizes
werehandedouttoalloftheteamsby30
ally great time."
Rec-temberfest'91 gavethe UCFRec- local sponsors.
"It was our pleasure to sponsor Recreational Services an opportunity to acquaint many UCF studen.t s with its ser- temberfest '91," said John Matthews of
vices.
Kelsey's Pizzeria "It can't hurt; in fact, I
"We'd like to start calling more atten- think it's a good way to get publicity for
tion to our intramural sports programs," us (the sponsors) and for tl~e university."
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF/VSC game statistics page 14

by Jenny Duncanson
1

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Rugby team traveled to
Gainesville on Saturday to do battle with
the Florida Gators, their biggest rival.
However, the Knights did not leave the
field with a victory.
The UniversityofFloridahanded UCFa
loss for the season opener with a final score
of9-17.
The team took the upset hard but one
alumnusfeltthattheteamcouldgain something from the loss.
"This was a humbling experience for the
team. We were high and we thought these
guys were nothing," said Derek Burke. ''We
hope to meet them again in the championships. Next time rm sure things will be
different."
UCF led the game early and scored first
with a three point penalty kick by Matt
Sherbondy. Mark Fernald and Randy
Voegele led the defense in keeping the ball
in the Gators' territory for most of the first

half.
UCF dominated the first 20 minutes
RUGBY continued page 15
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